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Corporate Profile
Introduction
Binary Vibes Information Technologies Pvt. Ltd. is a software company based in Bangalore,
India. The company was incepted in the month of December 2006 incorporated under the
Companies Act, 1956(No. 1 of 1956) and the company is limited. The company is better known as
'Binary Vibes' in the industry.
Mission
To propagate the power of connectivity and communication of the Internet and computing
technologies to help organizations and individuals to accomplish tasks in the quickest, easiest
and most efficient manner.
Vision
To deliver the benefits of web technology to organizations and individuals and to significantly
contribute to the open source community.
Areas of Operations
Binary Vibes focus and core competency remains web and mobile application development. Our
specialists are true professionals and are GURUs at developing the most highend and cutting
edge web applications. Binary Vibes also provide IT infrastructure services primarily using
LAMP technologies.
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Services

Whether you need to improve the effectiveness of your existing applications, or need to build a
powerful new application from the ground up, we have the expertise and methodology to meet
your needs. We provide complete endtoend services for your applications and we guarantee
superior performance.
Web Development services :
Binary Vibes is an offshore web development company providing cutting edge and cost effective
solutions to SMEs across the globe. With our solid technical expertise and profound knowledge,
our web developers deliver latest industry trends and qualitydriven successful implementation
of endtoend web solutions. Our team's technoknowledge helps to innovate & create higher
level of reliability in our solutions. While you focus on your core business process, we strengthen
your services.
Mobile Application Development:
A robust mobile app with crossplatform flexibility is the need of the hour. That is where the
Binary Vibes expert team of mobile app developers comes in. We study your requirements and
design bespoke strategies that effectively make your business popular with the right kind of
audience. We develop your mobile presence that is in sync with your needs and industry
standards. Over years, Our team has gained expertise in developing cross platform apps using
the following tools and technologies: Phone GAP
Mobile optimized website:
A Mobile optimized website guarantees that it is displayed optimally on the mobile devices and
the visitors really feel like being on their website then in its place going to their competitors.
Using Binary Vibes expertise in mobile website development, we augment the look of your
website to make it easy for your visitors to find the way and use the website
Benefits of considering a mobile optimized website developed by Binary Vibes as follows:
Improved User Experience, Faster loading speeds, Portability and connectivity, Competitive
edge, User engagement and retention
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Technologies
PHP, Phonegap, Android, Java J2EE,
Magento HMTL5, CSS3, Python,

Javascript, jQuery, AngularJS, Bootstrap, Drupal,

Infrastructure Technologies: Linux, Apache, Nginx, Mysql MongoDB, Nagios, Openstack,
Openvz, KVM, Docker.
Infrastructure Services
Organizations invariably depend on information technology to achieve business objectives
quickly and efficiently. Binary Vibes empowers your IT systems by deploying the Linux
platform. Combining the power and freedom offered by Linux and other open source software,
Binary Vibes helps organizations to effortlessly build and manage robust, secure, scalable and
manageable IT infrastructure. File and print, web, mail, proxy/routing, load balancing, firewall,
database and application services are few examples of popular open source software solutions.
Binary Vibes has colocated and rented several servers in various commercial data centers in the
US and other countries. These severs are managed from Binary Vibes office in Bangalore.
Binary Vibes allocates infrastructure resources to its customers across these networks of
servers. The resources are packaged in terms of disk space, bandwidth and other resource
parameters. This world class network enables Binary Vibes' customers to use web and mail
services for their domains.
Products
Binary Vibes also developed few software products a CRM and ERP , time tracker, HIS, leave
management, newsletter system and few other customer demands are met by Binary Vibes
products.
Below is a list our products:
BizSense  CRM and ERP
Hospo Hospital management software especially suited for small hospitals and clinics
Blix – Email server
Binac – Binary Vibes Internet Access Control
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Management
Binary Vibes was founded by technical and management subject matter experts. The
management team is often engaged in enhancing internal business processes, productivity and
skills of employees.
Customers Binary Vibes has an array of satisfied and loyal customers worldwide. Binary
Vibes pragmatically uses telecommunication and Internet as the medium to deliver services to
global clients. Live chat, email ticketing, phone, fax and web portals are various customer
service channels adopted by Binary Vibes. These tired and tested systems are often appreciated
by customers.
Investors
Binary Vibes shares are privately held.
Contribution To The Industry
Binary Vibes contributes to many open source projects in various ways. We participate in public
mailing lists, discussion forums, IRC channels to help users, developers and project evangelists.
We also contribute software code and documentation to many open source projects.
Values
Binary Vibes specializes in specific areas and offers products and services only in chosen areas.
This means Binary Vibes presents utmost professionalism, experience and expertise in all its
service and product offerings. Binary Vibes has stupendous record in customer satisfaction. Our
representatives go beyond service levels to deliver exceptional performance in every project. We
conduct various training sessions to keep our staff updated about the latest trends in the
industry and also to continuously add on to our skill set.
Partners
To focus on what we do best we partner with many organizations. Our partners manage certain
aspects of sales and marketing and some times technical work. We create winwin situation with
our partners as well as with our customers.
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Contact:
Website: http://binaryvibes.co.in
Sales: sales@binaryvibes.co.in
Customer Service: support@binaryvibes.co.in
Phone: +91 80 65682114
Snail Mail:
Registered office
Binary Vibes Information Technologies Pvt Ltd
#27 10th G main
Ananthapura, Yelahanka,
Bangalore, Karnataka, India
Postal code: 560 064
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